
§ Advanced Poly-Packaging, Inc.
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeders/Accessories

PRODUCT: T-375 Tabletop Bagger, BF-4000 Box Filling System

COMPANY: Advanced Poly-Packaging, 1331 Emmitt Road, Ak-
ron,OH 44306. Email: sales@advancedpoly.com. Phone: 800-754-4403.

T-375 TABLETOP BAGGER/PRINTER: This machine features pat-
ented “Next Bag Out” capabilities. It allows for printing just prior to load-
ing, which guarantees accurate labeling and allows for quick change-
overs, something mail order packagers need with constant label changes.
The system comes with many features and options.

BF-4000 BOX FILLING SYSTEM: Advanced Poly-Packaging’s
BF-4000 Box Filling System was designed for automatic bag counting
into cartons. It takes pre-made boxes and feeds them from a driven belt
conveyor onto a loading station, where they are released on a return roller
conveyor after being filled. Product is counted as it’s fed into the cartons.
When a carton is full, an accumulator closes above the carton allowing
continuous feeding, while the next empty carton is fed into the loading
position.

RELATED PRODUCTS: See Advanced Poly-Packaging’s listing
inthe Labeling Systems and Wrapping/Polybagging Systems sections.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-754-4403 or email
sales@advancedpoly.com.

§ BÖWE SYSTEC North America Inc.
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeders/Accessories

PRODUCT: A Line of Camera Solutions & Software

COMPANY: BÖWE SYSTEC North America Inc., 8480 Honeycutt
Rd, Ste 200, Raleigh, NC 27615-2260, www.bowesystecinc.com.

TOPCAM CUBE: The topSenso product family topCam offers pre-
mium camera solutions for virtually any application. In the mailroom,in

the pharmaceutical, food or cos-
metics industries – this area
scan camera is an economical
solution for nearly every pro-
duction procedure operated and
monitored using codes. The
topCam Cube-series offers a
compact design and comes with
the finest high-end technology,
available in three resolutions.
From the high-density version

with reading rates of up to 100 scans per second to the low-density solu-
tion for larger scan areas, the topCam Cube family offers the perfect cam-
era specifications for customized solutions and applications. topCam
Cube enables secure code identification and full documentation at high
speeds with up to 100 readings per second and supports all standard codes
(1D bar-code, 2D code, OMR, pharmaceutical code), plain writ-
ing,OCR/OCV, as well as addresses and labels. It has a high depth of field
(+/- 20 mm) and a high resolution mega chip sensor technology.topCam
Cube provides flexible solutions with high, standard and low density ver-
sions and module sizes from 0.15 mm. Thanks to a quick set-up via a user
interface, changeover times can be reduced and productivity increased.

TOPCAM EAGLE: The topSenso product family topCam offers pre-
mium camera solutions for all kinds of applications. Areas can cameras
are typically used in modern printing and mail processing centers, as well

topCam Cube
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as in the pharmaceutical,food
and cosmetics industries.They
are in high demand wherever
high definition image captur-
ing at high speed and precision
is required. Products in the
topCam Eagle-series come
with a separate optical head for
use in the most hard-to-reach
areas. From the high-density
version with scan rates of up to
70 scans per second to the low-density solution for larger scan areas, the
topCam Eagle product family always offers the perfect camera solution.
All standard codes are supported (1D bar-code, 2Dcode, OMR, pharma-
ceutical code), as well as plain writing,OCR/OCV, addresses and labels.
TopCam Eagle provides a flexible solutions with high, standard and low
density versions and module sizes from 0.15 mm and comes with a high
depth of field (+/- 20 mm) and a high resolution mega chip sensor tech-
nology. Changeover times can be reduced and productivity increased
thanks to a quick set-up via a simple user interface.

ORBITER: In this “Age of Smartphones” we have become used to eas-
ily operable and clearly laid out apps. For exactly that reason BOWE
SYSTEC has conceived a solution making the advantages of modern
software available in an industrial environment — Orbiter. To an unprec-
edented degree Orbiter makes all individual programs (apps)easily acces-
sible which are involved in the workflow of the complete mailroom. Or-
biter offers all apps in a marketplace not restricted to BOWE SYSTEC
apps but also containing software provided by partner companies: Orbiter
Shop. Whatever is needed for the workflow is chosen there and made
available for use. Structure and layout of the app icons in the navigation
bar can be fully customized. This smart navigation solution allows the ar-
rangement in any order or structure making complex things easy and
comprehensible. Best of all: Orbiter is free of charge. Orbiter is a
state-of-the-art navigation tool for organizing and structuring the whole
workflow in the mailroom. Customers decide for themselves what the
structure should look like. Orbiter makes the navigation of all mailroom
apps possible – from pre-production and order management to machine
control. This finally ends the change from one program to the next from
different manufacturers,which is typical in today’s environment. Orbiter
Shop is the marketplace where all apps are available and presented
grouped into categories. Customers can individually combine apps ac-
cording to their workflow. The Orbiter Shop includes BÖWE SYSTEC
apps for control and management of inserting, card logistics and mailing,
as well as sorting systems and apps related to the higher-level manage-
ment of job preparation and processing.
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BÖWE COCKPIT: BÖWE Cockpit contains apps required for installa-
tion,control and monitoring of an inserting system. The basic configura-
tion of BÖWE Cockpit consists of System Operation, Recipe for simple
job creation as well as Report for creating order driven reports.Further op-
tions are continuous item tracking and Computerized Weighing/Comput-
erized Optimizing (CW/CO) which calculates the weight of the mail
piece and makes this data available for post-processing, such as franking
or sorting. A completely new user interface as well as the graphically sup-
ported navigation of BÖWE Cockpit ensure intuitive and simple system
operation via state-of-the-art touch screens.The system guides the user
through order processing: For each situation,only currently useful control
elements are activated and logical processing steps are highlighted in
color. A virtually text-free user interface ensures user friendliness. An in-
teractive help function assists in manual set-ups or troubleshooting. The
app Recipe supports the user in describing the characteristics of the mate-
rial to be processed and prepares the machine for processing. Detailed
knowledge of the system is not required for job programming. The mate-
rial description can also be created centrally and once created recipes can
be transferred to other machines without difficulties. BÖWE Cockpit Re-
port offers multiple reporting opportunities on a system level. This is a
crucial advantage when new conditions require action or for advanced
planning of future processes. Precise and specific production and shift re-
ports assist in maximum utilization of the system capacity and support the
analysis of completed jobs. As an additional benefit, BÖWE Cockpit Re-
port is easily extendible by additional reporting apps from the BÖWE
One area. BÖWE Cockpit Item Tracking records document processing in
detail and offers highest integrity. Every document is monitored during
the whole process. Item Database performs a comparison of a target list in
a common format against what was actually processed. This guarantees
the accuracy and completeness of the whole production process.Reprint
data is generated automatically at the end of a job.

BÖWE ONE: BÖWE One offers a multitude of apps with cen-
tral,cross-system functions from four basic modules. Output Manage-
ment reliably prepares ready-for-print data streams, Production Manage-
ment monitors the complete production process, Item Management en-
sures continuous item tracking and Order Management takes care of clear
job management. BÖWE One supplies the answer to all requirements of
an Automated Document Factory (ADF). BÖWE One delivers exact
real-time data, database controlled production and guarantees highest
quality and integrity. The optimal planning of the workflow additionally
enables the ideal resource utilization and maximum productivity.Output
Management can prepare, modify and optimize data ready for printing
across systems and offers all possibilities for centralized management and
structuring. BÖWE One Production Management supplies accurate
real-time data of the complete production process — from data prepara-
tion up to mailing. This allows detailed monitoring and analysis of all

BOWE One

production orders and resources. The comprehensive system overview,
precise job analysis, exact operation data and optimum production pre-
view increase planning reliability and productivity in the mailroom.
Shorter reaction times through continuous information flow enable
on-schedule production. Ensuring integrity and producing mail pieces
with the correct content are essential signs of quality in the mailroom.
BÖWE One Item Management comprises the heart of a professional Au-
tomated Document Factory (ADF)and provides closed loop processing.
A job in the mailroom is split into several individual jobs across different
systems. To date, the processing of individual jobs could only be moni-
tored separately, but now BÖWE One Order Management makes it possi-
ble to track individual jobs as well as the initial overall job. This empow-
ers mailroom managers to achieve a comprehensive overview by moni-
toring, tracking and analyzing complete jobs.

CONTACT: For more information, contact BÖWE SYSTEC North
America online at www.bowesystecinc.com.

USB camera used in Clear Image Technologies Picture Perfect

§ Clear Image Technologies
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeders/Accessories

PRODUCT: Picture Perfect Match System

COMPANY: Clear Image Technologies, 94 Pebblebrook Lane,
St.Louis, MO 63146. Contact: Larry Miyasaka. Phone: 314-853-5867.

DESCRIPTION: Picture Perfect is one of the least expensive camera
matching systems available today.Designed as a low-cost alternative to
many automatic document vision systems, it’s well suited for the cus-
tomer that demands the most personalized look.

FEATURES: Extremely easy to setup. No cams to adjust — timing is
done on the monitor. Simply press one button and the camera position
and timing are set. The timing of each camera can be individually ad-
justed and can be readjusted while the machine is running. See all the
cameras live at the same time and adjust brightness, contrast, etc. individ-
ually.The Picture Perfect Match System is so easy to use. A matched im-
age is always on the screen; no waiting for the last image to ensure the
match is still correct. The operator sees clear color images that have ad-
justments for each camera for brightness, contrast, sharp-ness, saturation,
hue and more. View a history of the last 10 images to locate a mismatch.
Cameras also can zoom in to geta larger image. The operator has the op-
tion to view every piece if desired.Images can be set to update from one to
twenty cycles no matter how far apart the cameras are.

OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION: OCR takes the same
images captured by the basic system and converts them to data such as
name or sequence number. This data can then be compared by the soft-
ware and determined to be a good or bad match. In the event of a mis-
match, the software can then stop the inserter automatically. This upgrade
can also be used to verify sequence numbers and provide a report upon
completion of the job including number of pieces, number of
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matches/mismatches, as
well a send of process
verification as quality
control for the customer.

BARCODE RECOG-
NITION: Barcode rec-
ognition, which in-
cludes OCR, can de-
code IMB and 2D (data
matrix) barcodes to be
compared to another
barcode or sequence
number.

STATION SELEC-
TION: With the Station Selection op-
tion, inserter stations are controlled by
the software and can be turned on or
off on the fly to allow each mail piece
to include different inserts based on
demographics,account type, etc. Now
users can co-mingle several smaller
mailings into one large one.A barcode
is read on the first insert,typically the
address piece, and decoded to send a
signal to the stations to turn on or off
at the proper time. This barcode can
be read from under station one or from
an infeed area coming from a GBR or
other feeder/folder.

CONTACT: For more information, call 314-853-5867 or email
larry@clearimagetechnologies.com.

§ Kirk-Rudy, Inc.
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeders/Accessories

PRODUCT: KR496F-Friction Feeder

COMPANY: Kirk-Rudy, Inc., 125 Lorraine Parkway, Woodstock, GA
30188. Key Contact: Sales. Phone: 770-427-4203.See Kirk-Rudy’s list-
ing in the Addressing Accessories section.

CONTACT: For more information, call 770-427-4203 or email
sales@kirkrudy.com.

§ MJR Vision
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeder / Accessories

PRODUCT: Secure Mail - combines Secure Match, Secure Read &
Print and Secure Print Verification

COMPANY: MJR Vision, 38 Southwood Dr., Cherry Hill, NJ
08003-2950. Phone: 888-824-8606

SECURE MAIL: MJR Vision Secure Mail is a combination of Secure
Match, Secure Read & Print, and Secure Print Verification. Using the lat-
est touch-screen and process control technologies Secure Mail provides
an inexpensive camera and inkjet control package for your mailing and
printing operations.

SECURE MATCH: MJR Vision Secure Match system can be installed
on variety of legacy mail systems such as swing-arm inserters, collators,
bookmaking systems and other finishing equipment. Matching mixed

Run screen for Picture Perfect

Clear Image Technologies Picture Perfect
Match System running on an older inserter

symbology 1D, 2D, IMB or OCR
with Secure Match assures docu-
ments end up in the correct enve-
lope. Standard features include
matching, sequence control, miss-
ing or duplicate detection, sequen-
tial start-up and shutdown, selec-
tive insert control, no-seal and di-
vert on error and more. Matching
between cameras or matching to a
database record is available. The
camera’s magnetic base allows
you to move cameras to any posi-
tion on the inserter by simply

changing a job parameter. Whether mov-
ing camera to a new position or reading a
different type of barcode the camera ad-
justments can be made in seconds. Man-
ual Scan and Clear Position functions ex-
pedite error recovery. Production and
read rate statistics included. Other op-
tions include multiple cameras and an
inkjet printer.

SECURE READ & PRINT: MJR Vi-
sion Secure Read & Print technology is
designed to improve efficiency and pro-
ductivity of the operation. Personalized

data acquired by the inserter’s
camera is used to retrieve an indi-
vidual record from the database to
be printed by the inkjet. MJR Vi-
sion AddressJet allows the system
to read and print fixed and variable
data on a closed face envelope. In-
formation such as full name, ad-
dress, barcode, IMB, Indicia or a
PDF image is possible. In
standalone mode the system is ca-

pable of reading and printing at the maximum speed of an inkjet printer.

SECURE PRINT VERIFICATION: MJR Vision Secure Print Verifi-
cation system will verify the integrity of every mail piece printed. When
installed at the output of the inkjet printer the system will match printed
data against any field of the database record, and create an audit trail for
printed, non-matching or missing records. It can match barcode, IMB or
OCR and can verify Indicia or a company logo.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-824-8606.

Camera’s Magnetic Base

Two Camera Match Display

MJR Vision AddressJet Kit

§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeders/Accessories

PRODUCT: IJ-15K Feeder

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06460. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

IJ-15K: The IJ-15K is a high-speed, high-volume mail metering system
designed to attach to inserters capable of producing 15,000 envelopes per
hour. The IJ-15K’s IBI-Lite technology uses less ink per impression to re-
duce overall operating costs. With its ability to connect electronically to
production folder inserters, the IJ-15K is capable of printing postage val-
ues on the fly to handle most mixed mail operations. For complete mail-
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ing solutions, the IJ-15K connects to Neopost’s line of professional ac-
counting solutions, including Neopost MAS App for full accounting and
Navigator for advanced mailing and accounting functions. The price, re-
liability and feature-packed capabilities make it the ideal solution for
high-volume mailing operations.See listing in these other sections: Ad-
dress/Barcode Printers; Addressing Accessories; Document Printing
Software; Folding Machines; Furniture Systems; Mailing Systems;Mail
Accounting Systems; Mailing Supplies/Accessories; Mail Openers/Ex-
tractors; Postage Meters/Mailing Systems; Scales;Shipping Management
Systems; Tabbing Systems; and Tracking/Receiving Systems.

CONTACT: For more information, call (636-7678) or click
www.neopostinc.com.

§ Postmatic, Inc.
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeders/Accessories

PRODUCT: Stamping Base Extended&Self-Adhesive Stamp Affixers

COMPANY: Postmatic, Inc., 9405 Holly St., N.W., Minneapolis,MN
55433-5974. Key Contact: John Talbot. Phone: 888-784-6046.

DESCRIPTION: Postmatic Inline
Stamping Base Extended and the Self Ad-
hesive Stamp Affixers make a perfect set
for affixing live postage stamps and inkjet
addressing inline while inserting.
Postmatic’s heavy-duty, high-speed vac-
uum transport base and the Postmatic
Self-Adhesive Stamp Affixer can affix
stamps at speeds to 18,000 per hour. Ex-
tended allows the addition of almost any
inkjet system users are currently using. Per-
fect for read and print applications.

CONTACT: For more information, call
888-784-6046 or email info@postmatic.net.

§ Profold, Inc.
CATEGORY: Inserter Feeders/Accessories

PRODUCT: PF-1100 Feeder Folder & Hurricane Feeder

COMPANY: Profold, Inc., 10300 99th Way, Sebastian, FL 32958. Con-
tact: Frank Hogan. Email: fhogan@profold.com. Phone: 772-589- 0063.

PF-1100 FEEDER FOLDER: A unique
machine designed to save labor and elimi-
nate the bindery step by folding flat stock
and delivering it directly into an inserter
hopper. This unit fits easily on the inserter
hopper table of most conventional A-frame
inserters and requires no additional floor
space.

NEW HURRICANE FEEDER/ACCU-
MULATOR/FOLDER: The most inno-
vative feeder system to with a new technol-
ogy using a knife folder to create the first

fold. The Hurricane is a patented new concept for feeding,accumulating,
and folding documents. The system will accumulate up to 12 pages letter
fold and 20 pages half. Inline operation with inserters or standalone.

CONTACT: For more information, call 772-589-0063 or email
jweston@profold.com.

Postmatic Inline
Stamping Base Extended

PF-1100 Feeder Folder

§ Advanced Poly-Packaging, Inc.
CATEGORY: Labeling Systems

PRODUCT: Tabletop Bagger/Printer, Poly-Bagger, Printers

COMPANY: Advanced Poly-Packaging, 1331 Emmitt Road, Akron,
OH 44306. Email: sales@advancedpoly.com. Phone: 800-754-4403.

T-375 TABLETOP BAGGER/PRINTER: Place product into open
bag, then press the seal bar or let the T-375 automatically seal the
bag.This machine features patented “Next Bag Out” capabilities.It allows
for printing just prior to loading, which guarantees accurate labeling and
allows for quick changeovers, something mail order packagers need with
constant label changes.

FEATURES: Full-color screen with
pop-up windows, diagnostic and trou-
bleshooting screens, preset and
totalizing bag counter, “automatic
paced” operation with fill time delay
timer, adjustable parts chute, adjust-
able support shelf and blower with
flow controls. It comes with a Zebra
110XilllPlus Printer, 203 dpi, 305 dpi
option with built-in memory and 30
darkness settings. Create labels from a
spreadsheet, upload to this mini-system and let the T-375 do the rest.

T-1000 ADVANCED POLY- BAGGER: The T-1000 is a production
bagger that can be used alone or attached to other components, such as
conveyors, parts counters or scales to create a larger packaging system.
Fill and seal up to100 bags per minute. It’s the best choice for hundreds of
products including magazines,product manuals, promotional items, nov-
elties or any mail order products.

FEATURES: Patented “Next Bag
Out” printing capability is now
available on the T-1000.That
means the bag that’s being printed
is the next one to be filled — virtu-
ally eliminating mislabeled bags.
Perfect for mail order, where the
label changes with almost every
bag. Full color touch screen pro-
gramming makes it simple for the
operator to use. The T-1000 ac-
cepts bags ranging from 2” x 3” to
14” x 30”. The Wide model uses
bags from 4” x 6” to 18” x 36”. Nu-
merous options are available to
customize this machine to fit one’s
application. The T-1000H is a horizontal version of the machine that
comes with a conveyor, allowing the operator to slide produce hori-
zontally into the bag. This method works well when packaging cloth-
ing, ball caps, hoses or flexible pipe, among other products.

Ti-1000Z INLINE THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTER: Print ad-
dresses,barcodes, logos or other custom graphics directly onto your
polybag. The Ti-1000Z incorporates Zebra’s latest Higher Performance
series print engine, perfectly integrated into the bagging operation with
touch screen control over the entire bagging and printing system.

FEATURES: Prints up to 14” per second (10” max suggested for
polybag printing); Format labels up to 4” x 12” at 203dpi (300 & 600 dpi
print head available); fixed data label save/recall option (no PC
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